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Subject: Redistricting.
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From: LaJoyce Robinson <
To: <
Conversation: Redistricting.
To whom it may concern,	

	

	

How about drawing these lines to make some sense. Don't break up communities. Keep the
lines in the creeks, valleys, freeways except when the freeway goes through a community
like Rancho Bernardo. Let us not start segregation again. We are all Americans with the
exception of the illegals. To draw lines according to race is really un-American!!! The
13th Amendment to the Constitution abolished slavery along with the 14th for equal rights
and the 15th for voting rights of the slaves.
To draw lines for political reasons is
also un-American. Good grief Californians passed prop 14 and now we are talking about
political parties.
Don't get me wrong, I did not vote for prop 14. Just do it so the
numbers of the population are equally divided and keep the districts as much in one clump
as possible. Don't stretch them like the length of the coast or the length of the
border, No more gerrymandering!!!!	

	

	

One really bad example is the RB/Poway/4S Ranch/Penasquitos/Scripps Ranch area.
There
are 3 congressional Districts. 3 Supervisor Districts, 2 State Senators and thankfully
only 1 state assembly district. When Rancho Bernardo Republican Women have a meeting, we
have to invite 9 field reps for reports and add one for the San Diego city council. That
is 10 districts represented. Where as it should only have to be 5 reports. That is what
you call gerrymandering and it should be illegal.	

	

	

So stop the nonsense, loose the baggage, we are all Americans. Do it by the population
numbers. Without our skin on our bodies, we are all the same color,red/white/blue. It
is not the skin color, it is how the brain thinks. Oh by the way, all my blood lines
are German. Where is my district?? I don't need one because I am an American.	

	

A United States of America Citizen by birth,	

	

LaJoyce L. Robinson 	
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